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Burning controversy

Reach out

Leader of the pack

Is flag burning wrong or a protected right?
See story on page 2.

SGA senate votes to support Brazilian
church and disaster victims. See page 5.

Flames' Donald Smith sets high standards
for team. See story on page 6.
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Students select
Kristin Parker
as Miss Liberty
By BEN LAFROMBOIS

While the ballots were being tabulated, LU president Dr. A. Pierre
Guillermin announced the candidates
Kristen Parker was crowned Miss for the alumnus of the year award:
Liberty 1989 Saturday evening in the Lee Guetterman, Eugene Poole,
Multi-Purpose Center. Parker was Carlton Smith, Gary Hunt and Mark
chosen by the students in attendance Roberts. The winner will be anafter the 13 judges narrowed the field nounced in the next edition of the
Alumni Review.
to five finalists.
The other finalists included Laura
Each year five alumni are chosen
Benson, first runner-up; Sharon to receive the Alumni Eagle Awards
Thetford, second runner-up; Sonja for outstanding service in their fields.
Solberg, third runner-up; and Janet Guillermin presented these awards
during the pageant. The winners were
Susdorf, fourth runner-up.
Those who qualified as semi-final- Linda Cooper (arts, music, drama);
ists were Debra Hedrick, Jodi Lough, Dennis Lugar (pastoral); Jane Willis
Anne Nyberg, Sandra Sheetz and (communications); Steve Garland
(sports); and Michael Stewart (ChrisAmie Wagoner.
Kristin Maupin was chosen by the tian service).
other 23 girls in the pageant to receive
Michael Cervin and Dave Toole
the Miss Congeniality award. The of Isaac Air Freight served as the
photo by A if on WttMs
Rev. Vernon Brewer presented her masters of ceremonies for the audiwith the plaque.
ence of 2,500. The comedy team,
The judges included the Rev. established in 1977, has performed at
Vernon Brewer, Macel Falwell, Dr. such places as Disneyland, Syracuse
Dennis Fields, Louanne Guillermin, University and Hoosier Dome, inDr. Nancy Anderson, Linda Cooper, spiring their audiences to re-examine
Curtis Epp, David Horton, Lara Le- today's values.
Chancellor Jerry Falwell and Mrs.
the Tigers' offense, TSU coach Phil onard, Denny MeHaney, Linda Miller,
Albert elected to switch quarterbacks ' Dr. Terry Spohn and Stephanie Sweat Beverly Lowry assisted Isaac Air
Chris Goetz (17 for 34 for 170 yards) Before the pageant the judges had Freight in one of their skits.
The LBN Orchestra provided die
and Rick Marsilio (5 for 11 for 78 determined the ten semi-finalists.
Thefivefinalistschosen during the music throughout the pageant, and
yards) on almost every play in the
first half. The move backfired as pageant were each asked the same die LBN Singersentertained die crowd
TSU ended thefirsthalf witii only a question before die students voted: during me voting process.
Members of die Flames foouball
field goal on the board. In the second "Which of these do you like most
half Goetz received almost all of the about yourself: Your appearance, team also participated in die propersonality or wisdom? Why? How gram by introducing die contestants
snaps for die Tigers.
has Liberty University helped you in the opening song, "Get On Your
Feet."
See Flames, Page 7 develop in this area?"
Champion Reporter

Flames rip Tigers, 37-18
By Kevin M. Bloye
Sports Editor

White said. White led the Flames with
five receptions for 101 yards. "When
I caught the ball and saw mat he was
going for my feet, I knew that I would
take it all the way."
On the next possession me Flames
marched 63 yards on 13 plays capped
by a one-yard drive up the middle by
McCray, giving Liberty a 14-3 ad-

vantage. The Flames were aided on
the drive by a 15-yard face mask
penalty against Towson State.
While the Flames' offense held the
ball for more than 21 minutes in the
first half, the Liberty defense was just
as potent, holding the Tigers to a total
of 127 yards in thefirsthalf.
Confusing matters even more for

In front of a sellout crowd of 12,750
in the first game at the Flames' Willard May Stadium, 1 lth-ranked Liberty easily crushed the Tigers 37-18.
However, the team wasn't satisified
with its performance.
"Overall, I think the entire team
was flat," tailback Charles McCray
said. McCray led the Flames with 99
yards and 18 carries. "Even though
we won the game, I was disappointed
By KEVIN BLOYE
with the way I played and the way all
Sports Editor
of us played."
After the Tigers grabbed an early 3A homecoming crowd of 12,750
0 lead on a 42-yard field goal by
kicker Bryan Dick, the Flames roared attended the opening of the new
Willard May Stadium to watch the
back, scoring 30 unanswered points.
undefeated Flames roar past the
With 3:28 left in the first quarter
Towson State Tigers.
and the Flames facing a crucial fourth
The new stadium, whichofficially
and four situation on the TSU 30,
seats 12,000 spectators, was filled
quarterback Robbie Justino hit senior
above capacity as excited Flames'
wideout Craig White on the right
fans participated in the festive atsideline 10 yards away. The Towson
mosphere.
State cornerback lunged at White's
"This is such a gorgeous setting
ankles and appealed to have made the
for both the players and fans,"
tackle, but White somehow regained
Barnes coach Sam Rutigliano said
his balance and easily sprinted into
after the game. "I think the players
the end zone for a 30-yard score,
were just overwhelmed by the situmaking die score 7-3.
ation. When everything is finished
'The play was an option where I
with the stadium, it will be a truly
had the choice to go either way,"

Stadium draws capacity crowd
marvelous facility."
Aldiough Liberty University was
granted permission to open die stadium for homecoming, several facilities such as die press box and
locker rooms were not completed.
The playing surface, completed
only days before the game, is an
artificial surfacecalled Balsam Turf
which is layered on a sand base.
"It hurt a little bit in some of die
real sandy areas, but odierwise I
was able to get good footing and
was able to execute die plays,"
Flames quarterback Robbie Justino
said.
Flames' receiver Craig White
scored die first touchdown in die
stadium wim a30-yard scoring catch
late in diefirstquarter.

months, lobbying early gave diem an tiiey supported Humphrey's bill.
edge on die opposition
Pirrie said, "I hope to get a chance
Pirrie and Andrea Blair talked to to do it again." Other students who
More man 70 Liberty students who one secretary, working for an Idaho went also came back witii positive
are members of Liberators for Life senator. She knew nodiing about die reports. Joy Tuttle said, "A trip to the
and College Republicans invaded bill but said she would make sure die Capitol building shows you mat you
can get involved in government
Washington, D.C., Oct. 18, in support senator knew about it.
Otiier encounters were not so re- more." She also said mat she diought
of Senator Gordon Humphrey's (RN.H.) abortion bill to ban die practice warding. Some aides said diey would this approach helps more than sitting
leave a note in die senator's box; in front of an abortion clinic.
of sex-selection.
Sabrina Everts said, "It allowed die
What die bill proposes is diat a law another aide would only talk to diem
be made to forbid aborting a baby on over die phone. All die offices visited, opportunity to lobby our senators in
basis of its gender because that is however, received a copy of die bill favor of die sex discrimination aborsexual discrimination. An increasing along witii die information dial die tion bill."
Anodier student, Scott Jones, said
number of women are aborting their students who came by supported it.
The students had been given copies he had never realized how simple it
children merely because of their desire to have a child of a particular sex. at die beginning of die day when tiiey was to voice an opinion. He said dial
Andiony Perrone, who assisted in met witii Sen. Humphrey. He coached through mis trip he was able to "apply
organizing die lobby by LU students, diem on how to talk to die people and book knowledge to experience."
Perrone said, "I mink die trip went
said die group of LU students met then sent diem out in pairs. Each pair
really well witii die short notice we
Humphrey in his office where he dis- went to four or five offices.
While they visited diese offices, die had for organizing die trip. The lobcussed his bill, die Infant Civil Rights
Act, and commented on die hypocrisy students were also encouraged to take bying and discussion witii Humphrey
of die Congress regarding civil rights a special card to dieir own senators. exposed die students to what governThis card identified diem and said ment is like."
matters.
"Humphrey explained," Perrone
said, "every time a civil rights bill
comes up in die Senate, many senaChapel and Religion Hall, DeMoss explained.
tors will accuse conservatives ol being
The bond issue wUl save die university millions of anti-civil rights if die conservatives
dollars in debt service and free more funds for operating vote against a bill. His bill is to get
90 Seniors were asked
expenses, he said.
back at die pro-abortion senators and
,44%
"In recent years die ministry has been paying $2.5 show that they are against die civil
million in debt service each montii in mosdy short-term rights of die unborn."
debt. The long-term financing witii die bond issue will
The purpose of this "invasion"
bring debt service to $500,000 mondily," DeMoss said.
was to make senators aware of
He continued: "Old-Time Gospel Hour has subsidized Humphrey's bill. Those who had at
Liberty University to die tune of millions of dollars over least one pro-life vote on dieir record,
die years." However, die amount spent on subsidizing LU 68 senators, were lobbied by die stuhas decreased during die past several years, taking less of dents. The bill itself is still in commitdie $136 million OTGH received last year.
tee and is, dierefore, not well known.
'The university was very close to breaking even for die
In fact, most of the legislative aides
fust lime last year," DeMoss commented.
and secretaries approached were not
OTGH will continue to assist LU through marketing, aware of die bill. Paul Pirrie, a student
finding donors and continuing to do capital projects. who participated, said dial even
However, OTGH will no longer subsidize Liberty finan- though the bill probably will not go to
cially.
die floor of die senate for a couple of
by Megan Beatder

$60 million bond issue
approved for November
By BEN LAFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter
Stevens Inc. of Little Rock, Ark., will underwrite $60
million in bond sales for Liberty University, Mark DeMoss,
ministry spokesman, announced recendy.
The issue, projected to be released sometime in November, was recendy approved by die Lynchburg Industrial
Development Audiority and the Lynchburg City Council.
The IDA, in order to accredit Liberty University witii
die bond, requires die university to be afinanciallyseparate entity from an outside institution, which includes
Old-Time Gospel Hour.
OTGH currentiy holds die tide to me property Liberty
utilizes for academic purposes. Therefore, to comply witii
die governing board's (IDA) regulation, Liberty University will purchase die land and buildings which die school
uses from OTGH.
The bonds will not be used to purchase die Prayer

Students lobby senators
By AMY POWELL
Champion Reporter

How many times do students
change their majors?

opinion
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Students must think
in terms of big picture
All the construction that has been taking place in the
ravine area has served to create Liberty University's own
version of the "Dustbowl" era.
However, keeping Lynchburg's usual precipitation level
in mind, we might more accurately refer to the mass of red
clay that seems intent upon swallowing the sidewalk as the
Mudbowl.
(Students on the "Other Side" of campus who have not
had the opportunity to experience the wonders of this
sinkhole should definitely take the time to do so.)
It would be rawer naive andridiculousto pretend that this
construction mess has not caused a great many inconveniences in the lives of students. It is also unrealistic to believe
that we, the students, just wander around in the mud
thankful of the fact we are getting an arena and never
complain about the situation.
We are thankful for the arena, but the fact remains that
some definite difficulties have been created by the construction. Furthermore, these annoyances will stay around
for quite some time.
To begin with, the muddy pit that now exists between
DeMoss and the Circle-side dorms is a far cry from the
serene little thicket that used to grace that very spot. It is,
for the time being, undeniably an eyesore. Add the sights
and sounds of the construction equipment to the scene and
the view only gets worse.
Then, of course, Uiere is the dust. But it's not just dust that
floats through the air and tickles your throat or causes a
sneeze. This is more like a film that settles onto your clothes
and skin. The dust hangs in the air and makes it difficult to
breathe while you walk through the construction site.
Fortunately, the effects of the dust last only through the
duration of the walk past the ravine area. It is basically a
minor inconvenience.
Rain, however, is inevitable in Lynchburg. And, unfor-

i innately, it is a fact of nature that great amounts of red dust
and great amounts of rain combine to form a superabunI dance of red mud.
Mud, in general, is basically harmlesss enough. But it is
an interesting characteristic of Virginia's red clay that once
; it gets into your clothes, it never comes out. Soaking,
scrubbing, washing, bleaching and/or using spot remover
may help to lighten the clay to a rather unobtrusive orange;
but the stain is there to stay.
No one can deny the fact that these are all legitimate
inconveniences experienced by the student body during
Liberty's time of flux. They, among others, are annoying
intrusions into our lives, but there is a deeper, more important side of the issue.
To the untrained eye that looks strictly at the individual
inconveniences, the Mudbowl is nothing but an ugly obstacle we must endure.
However, when it is viewed through the big picture, this
mess of mud and construction is a blessing from God and
part of the realization of the dream.

Upperclassmen remember
Dobson's unique methods
Not everyone shared the same excitement when a short
man from Michigan entered the Liberty University Multipurpose Center on the morning of Wednesday, Oct. 18.
Most students were unaware of who Dr. Edward Dobson
was to most of Liberty's upperclassmen. To those students
who were here while Dobson was here, he was a vital part
of student life.
As his chapel etiquette proved, Dobson has of a very laidback approach to presenting his message. This quality
allows him to produce and then play "rap" commercials at
LU. Upperclassmen remember this approach through
events like the time Dobson wore his knee-high green
wading boots with his suit to a Sunday night service. And
he was the man who convinced half of a Thomas Road
crowd to run out after the service to the local Dairy Queen
and purchase a blizzard. All of these things were done to
help us remember some Biblical principle.
It was under him many upperclassmen found inspiration
and guidance, support and encouragement. He had an
ability to get us tuned-up spiritually, physically and emotionally to face the pressures of college life. A list of praises
could go on for ever.
Dobson meant a lot to many of Liberty's upperclassmen;
and when he announced he was leaving to pastor a church
in Grand Rapids, Mich., we cried with him.
Years later, it was a great feeling for us to see him take the
stage once more. Although we wish he never left, it was
wonderful to have him back for just a day.
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First Amendment protects everyone
By KATHIE DONOHUE
Editorial Edhor

The freedoms
guaranteed by the
Analysis
First Amendment —••*—"-~have been an increasingly integral
part of society's consciousness
throughout the 20th century. However, the issue of freedom of speech
and expression has peaked during the
last two decades.
As "rights consciousness" has
continued to increase, the tendency
has been for groups of people to join
together for the promotion of a certain
ideal or belief. Many of these subgroups vehemently declare their right
to participate in a particular action or
to voice a certain opinion or to commit an act that may not coincide with
the beliefs of others.
At the same time people with
opposing views band together in order to declare that they have the
right to be heard on their particular
conviction; thereby avoiding a barrage of views they do not want to
listen to.
Eventually battle-lines are drawn,

the war begins, and sometime in the
future a winner emerges. It is simply
an issueof whose belief iscorrect and
whose is wrong. Right? Not really.
It is true that battle-lines are drawn.
However, those lines often become
distorted and marred given enough
time. In fact, things get sodistorted
that it will be virtually impossible to
declare a winner if the war were ever
to come to a close.
Realizing that the First Amendment

operates as a guide or a road map and
not as a mandate helps to keep the
issue in perspective.
A natural tendency existsforpeople
to accept the freedoms of the First
Amendment only as they apply to
their own personal beliefs and biases.
It is common for people to believe
that their ideals are correct so no one
else's should be tolerated.
What people often fail to see as they
are screaming "We have our rights" is

By DANIEL DOMBAK
Feature Editor

Flag burning is a
complex and emo- Analysis
tional issue. On one
side, the flag represents the United
States and has been carried into war
and to the moon for our country.
Americans have an innate love for the
flag.

In 1984 Gregory Lee Johnson challenged that notion by burning the flag
as a form of political protest at the
Republican National Convention in
Dallas, Texas. He was jailed for one
year and fined $2000 for his action.
• Yet, convinced that his action was
legal under the Constitution, he appealed his conviction through the court
system until it reached the United
States Supreme Court

College presidents hold society's
most misunderstood position
Dr. A. Pierre
Guillermin

Answer: It is challenging. Herman
Wells once said that "a university
president needs to have die wisdom of
Solomon, die patience of Job, the
strength of Hercules, but in any case
die stomach of a goat" I am not sure
this is totally an accurate profile;
however, there is a great deal of truth
in Wells' observations.
As die American college presidency
approaches its 350th anniversary in
1990, Dave Dyson and Ralph Kirkman, in an article entitled "Presidential Priorities," said "The position
remains one of die most misunderstood in contemporary society."
It is a test of endurance. Michael
Cohen and James March in their studies on the "American College President," describes the job as "physically and emotionally exhausting."
It is interesting to note that while
the presidency of acollege often lasted
a lifetime during die colonial area, it
averaged about ten years during most
of this century. Research indicates
that during die last two decades the
average term of a college or university president is six to seven years. A
1987 survey indicated that only 60
percent have served more than three
years.
It is rewarding. While die challenges facing individual presidents
may vary, die opportunity to play a
significant role in shaping the lives of
the leaders of tomorrow provides a
sense of personal achievement.
For example, while I have served as
President of Liberty University I have
seen:
• The college recognized and approved by die Virginia State Council

See First Amendment, Page 3

Flag burning proves emotional
issue as legal battles rages

Campus: Issues and Answers

Question:
What is it like
to be an university president?

that people on the opposite side of the
issue have theirrightsas well.
Forexample,thesameFirstAmendment that guarantees the rights of
millions of pastors to stand behind
their pulpits and preach the Word of
God every Sunday morning also allows a collection of atheists to gather
outside the church and proclaim "God
is dead."

of Higher Education.
• Liberty make die transition from a
small college into one of the world's
largest universities and die largest
Christian institution of its kind.
• The university receive its accreditation and ten year reaffirmation for
accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
• The university accepted into die
National Collegiate Athletics Association and reach die Division I AA
status in its athletic program.

• Develop its 5,000 acre campus
upon which 56 buildings have been
constructed in less than 12 years.
• The enrollment grow from just
over 200 students to over 5,000 resident and 15,000 adult education students representing all 50 states and 40
nations.
The opportunity to play a significant role in shaping an innovative
University like Liberty has indeed
been challenging and rewarding as
well as a test of endurance.

The Liberty Way

by G.Triplett

In July the court ruled 5-4 in favor
ofJohnson. Since the ruling, the House
and Senate, backed by a vocal President George Bush,-have worked at
passing an anti-desecration law for
the flag. The House passed the bill
Sept. 13 with a 380-38 vote, and the
Senate passed a similar bill Oct. 6.
Since then, die lawmakers have
been working to put together a constitutional amendment for die same
purpose, fearing the flag-burning law
would not hold up in court. However,
die amendment recently died in the
Senate and President Bush stated he
See Flag Burning, Page 3

Correction!
The highest scoring yearbook in
Liberty history was die 1982 edition which received 892 points from
die Columbia National Scholastic
Press Association, not the 1989
Selah as reported Oct. 4.
Flames Soccer player Kelly
Railey was incorrectly identified
in a photo caption of die Oct. 18
edition of die Champion.
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Students can control pressure, stress
Worrying is the
negative national Dr. Robert
pastime. Everybody
Kriegel
does it, and very few
find Uijs a positive experience. You
don't think clearly or perform well
when you worry. Your main focus is
the worry, the fear of "What might
happen if...," which overwhelms you,

depresses you, reduces your energy
and prevents you from getting your
work done.
College students are big worriers.
That worry leads to stress and college
students are very big on stress. In
fact, the Nuprin Pain Report, the first
national study on pain in America,
documented that more people 18-24

First Amendment
Continued from Page 2
Dictating to people what they can
or cannot say and express won't
change the person's ideals. Change
has to come from within.
Millions of Americans became
irate when the Supreme Court declared it lawful to burn the American
flag. But what exactly did this decision concerning freedom of expression change?
Allowing the flag to be burned in
no way desecrates the freedom and
democracy for which it stands. The
decision does not reverse patriotism.
Those who loved what the flag repre-

sents before the Supreme Court decision this summer will still love it for
the same reasons. Those who gave
their lives for their country are no less
loved and respected for their sacrifice
simply because the symbol of what
they fought for can now be burned in
public.
The logical conclusion of the First
Amendment is that anyone has the
freedom to express himself in any
manner he desires as long as his actions do not violate any other laws
secured by the Constitution. The First
Amendment protects the rights of
citizens to express their opinions; it
does not force anyone to listen.

are likely to suffer stress and pain than will..." "If I don't get the money then the economy or civil rights, Kennedy tion (if...then.) Leaving your worries
I will...." Always change the worry to was prepared.
any adult age group.
behind by focusing on what you can
Most of what we worry about is out anticipation. Concentrating your enLikewise, in a job interview, in- control enables you to concentrate
ofourcontrol. Wecan'tcontrolother ergy on what you can change, rather stead of worrying whether or not your energy and perform at peak.
people's responses, a
the potential
Editor's note: Robert J. Kriegel,
gradeaprofwillgive
employer will Ph.D — best selling author, former
us, whether someone
ask about your AU-American athlete and mental
More young people experience pain
will agree with us,
grades, antici- coach for Olympic and world class
what they think of us,
pate that he or athletes — lectures and consults with
85%
traffic, roommates,
she will. Then corporations worldwide on peak permoney.howwelook,
mentally list formance, leadership and strategies
grades, the future.
accomplish- for dealing with change. Kriegel
The more we worry
ments and quali- recently took part in a national tour of
about things we can't
fications that college campuses sponsored by the
control, the worse
your grades may makers of Nuprin Pain Reliever.
• Age 18-24
everything gets.
not reflect.
STOMACH 1
62%
To remind you how to be a peak
PAINS
J 31%
• Age 65 +
Remember this
Make a habit performance thinker, Kriegel and the
rule of thumb: We
of anticipating makers of Nuprin have developed a
|36%
Source: Nuprin
DENTAL 1
PAINS
~_p4%
can't control other
prior to any pres- "pocket coach" of tips for combating
Pain Report
people or external
sure situation, pressure and pain. For a free copy of
situations. But you can control how than dwelling on things you can't whether it's an exam, an interview or the Nuprin Pain Relief Guide, write to
well you prepare for and respond to control increasesyourconfidenceand date. Makea"worrylist"thcnchange Nuprin, P.O. Box 14160, Baltimore,
them. In other words, you can control prepares you for any situation.
each worry (what if) to an anticipa- MD 21268.
This strategy was used by President
your information, attitude and actions.
Worrying is made up of two words: John F. Kennedy. Before his press
what if. "What if...they...say no, ...I conferences Kennedy and his aides
don't get the money, ...the professor anticipated any possible question or
The Resume Period
assigns,...." The key to beating the situation that might arise and devel1
BC(Before
Career
Center)
AD 925(After Direction)
worries is to change the what if s to oped answers for them. Whether a
"iL.then's." If they say no...then I reporter asked about the Vietnam War,

Senior History:

-Flag burning c

%4

Continued from Page 2

on this aspect as she represented the his majority opinion writing: "We do
State of Texas in the Johnson case.
not consecrate the flag by punishing
would not push for an amendment
"We have the right to preserve the its desecration, for in doing so we
unless the new federal law was over- physical integrity of the flag so that it dilute the freedom that this cherished
can serve as a symbol," Drew said emblem represents.
turned by the Supreme Court.
But just because the bi-partisan push during the court's oral argument ses"Such a decision (the Johnson case
for the Constitutional amendment has sion, "because its symbolic effect is ruling) is a reaffirmation of the princome to a close, it does not mean the diluted by certain flagrant public acts ciples of freedom and inclusiveness
issue is dead. Emotions still run high of flag desecration.
that the flag best reflects."
on both sides, just as they did when
Veterans also hold the symbolic
Time magazine's Walter Isaacson
the Supreme Court debated the value of the flag in high regard.
summarized it best in the July 3
Johnson case.
'The flag is a symbol of the U.S. issue: "Indeed, the decision that
'The hard fact is that we sometimes and when you destroy that flag, you Americans have the right to desecrate
must make decisions we do not like," destroy the principles of our coun- their flag could be seen as yet another
Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote in try," Don Braken, adjunct quarter- persuasive reason not to do so."
his majority opinion. "We make them master of the Veterans of Foreign
Beyond the major arguments of the
because they are right, right in the Wars chapter in Seattle, said. Veter- integrity of the symbol and the First
sense that the law and the ans feel they have been slighted after Amendment, there are several other
risking their lives to protect the sym- reasons people support each side of
Constitution...compel the result"
Justice William Brennan, who also bol of the nation only to have some- the court.
wrote for the majority, reinforced the one else burn it.
Senator Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, supfreedom of speech guarantee. "If there
Americans do have a high degree of ported the recent amendment on the
is"a bedrock principle underlying the respect for the symbolic value of the basis that the act of flag burning is not
First Amendment, it is that the Gov- flag. Images of battle-weary Marines protected under the First Amendment.
ernment may not prohibit the expres- raising the flag at Iwo Jima and astro"This freedom has never been absion of an idea simply because society nauts planting the flag on the moon solute," Hatch said, referring to obitself finds the idea offensive or dis- are ingrained in the memory of every scenity and cases concerning libel
American.
and slander. He said the amendment
agreeable," Brennan wrote.
Yet Justice Scalia failed to see the did not preventa single idea orthought
On the other side of the issue was
Chief Justice William Rehnquist who reasoning in the position which states from being expressed, it merely prethe flags symbolic value can be re- vented the flag from being desecrated
wrote the main dissent
duced.
"I don't see how you can argue in order to express that idea.
"Flag burning is the equivalent of
that
he's
(Johnson) making the flag
an inarticulate grunt or roar that, it
Sen. John Danforth,R-Mo., recogany
less
of
a symbol," Scalia said nized this fact and in doing so withseems fair to say, is most likely to be
indulged in not to express any par- during the oral arguments with Drew. drew his support of the amendment.
"This is not the just the kind of vote
ticular idea, but to antagonize oth- "I think when somebody does that to
the flag, the flag becomes even more you cast thinking, well, this is nothers," Rehnquist wrote.
ing, somebody else can act as the
While the majority agreed that flag of a symbol of the country."
Scalia's reasoning is a bit more safety net." Danforth felt it was unburning was protected under the First
Amendment, the dissenting minority difficult to understand than that of the wise to restrict freedoms guaranteed
found it difficult to unite under one veterans. Brennan expounded on it in by the Bill of Rights.
single reason.
"Sanctioning the public desecration of the flag will tarnish its value - both for those who cherish the ideas
for which it waves and for those who
desire to don the robes of martyrdom
JWQYl
Free Gifts • Free Products
by burning it," Justice John Paul Ste—
"- Earn up to 50% Commission.
vens wrote in a separate opinion.
•
No
out
of
pocket expenses
The symbolic value of the flag,
recognized by Stevens, became a
• $30.00 worth of free product to qualifying sales people
central issue in the Supreme Court
• Make u p to 50% commission
case. Kathi Drew, assistant district For more Information on an Avon Sales Career or to purchase Avon Products, call
attorney for Dallas County, focused Jackie Crawley at 239-7862.

The emotional aspect of the issue is
what complicates it Which is most
important, the value of the flag as a
symbol or the freedom of speech?
The value we place on the flag is a
reflection of the value we place on our
country, which in turn is based on the
fundamental guarantees, such as the
First Amendment. We are caught in a
trap, forced to decide which, if either,
is more important and how we should
handle it.
Patriotism is the allegiance we feel
towards our country. In defining that
allegiance, we can put it into two
broad categories, allegiance to the
flag, the representation of our country, or allegiance to the principles
upon which the country is founded.
"But, as the court pointed out,"
Isaacson wrote, "jailing people for
burning the flag — or forcing them to
recite the Pledge of Allegiance — is
not what patriotism is really all about.
That is the type of coerced patriotism
that can be found elsewhere, in the
darkest corners of the globe. True
patriotism comes from the heart and
not from the barrel of a gun."
The flag burning issue is far from
closed. There is strong reason to believe the federal law which now prohibits flag burning will be challenged.
And there is concern the Supreme
Court will find it unconstitutional. At
that time, the House and Senate will
have to decide if the Constitution
should be altered.
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Barnes Hind Soft Mate I
Fee Includes: Exam, Fitting & Follow-Up Care
Present Coupon At Time Of Purchase

DeMoss 164

Office Hours By Appointment

Phone: (804) 384-1631

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
LARRY G. McGLOTHLIN, D.C.

2900 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

FREE CONSULTATION TO
LU STUDENTS

&

For an appointment please call 239-6850
Mon. - Sat.
407 Old Graves Mill Road
Jonny Ervin received his training at the Robert Fiance School of Hair Design in
New York City. After returning to Lynchburg, he graduated from LU and apprenticed at Super Hair, Inc. At the International Beauty Show held in New
York City, Jonny attended technical seminars under the Sebastian Artistic
Team, Paul Mitchell Systems, Vidal Sassoon and Jingles International.
20.00 Haircolor
15.00 Clear Cellophane
50.00 Reconstructive
Condition Treatment
30.00
40.00

Ladies Haircut
Men's Haircut
Perm/Cut
Highlites
Highlites/Cut

25.00
10.00
7.00

Jonathans
HAIR CARE CENTER

Spherical Daily Wear
Contacts

|

The Career Center

10 MINUTES FROM LU

COUPON

$99.00

SENIORS: Still living in the past?
Look ahead to the future. Prepare your resume now for
Career Day, November 2.
Critiques on a walk-in basis Monday and Tuesday from
4:30 to 7:00 p.m.

Hair Care Center

RIVER RIDGE MALL
(Next To J.C. Penney's)

J

"Very impressive indeed! Our
corporation could use a man
of your caliber."

^>itat/ian^^

BUY/SELL AVON

Soft Contact Lenses

"Nice 'clean' resume, Mr. Blank.
Have you ever considered custodial engineering?"

|

" ^

A. Moody. O.D.
I. Edelsberg, O.D.
J. Zimmerman. O.D.

OPTICAL
WORLD
OPTOMETRISTS

Call Now for an Appointment: 239-6850
With this Coupon:

$5.00 off Men and Women's Cuts
$10.00 off Perm/Cut
Expires December 15,1989
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Writer's Block' causes frustration
| During this
chapter in our

DSIl

lives,fulfilling Hochhalter
;the duty of _ _ — _ — — _ _ ^
.writing scores of essays and term
; papers, we often find ourselves vic. tims of a random virus that attacks
• the creative portion of the mind.
' Somehow, this virus cuts off the
• communication between the brain
\and the hand, thus making the task of
| writing a mere 500- word essay about
> as easy as wrestling alligators with
! both arms tied behind your back.
To the intellect, it's known as
I Writer's Block; to the average
: everyday guy, it's known asWriI ter's Block.
' Science has yet to come up with a
; creative mile-long Latin term for this
: virus — probably because they're
suffering from it, too—but I assure
j you, it's there, lurking in the vast
. feachesofthe98percentofthebrain
'we don't use, waiting patiently to
1 jump out and inflict us with hours of
> .frustration and ultimately a blown
: 'cerebral cortex.
I definitely know this to be true
j"because I'm experiencing itrightat
''this very moment, and if I can't think
: of anything significant to write
:
about in the next 10 minutes, I am
• . going to take this notebook, which I
'. bought for SI.99, and HURL IT
ACROSS THE ROOM BEFORE
TRIPPING IT INTO LITTLE, nTY-ferTTY SHREDS!!!!
' Sorry.
. _ The truth of the matter is, that
« when it comes to Writer's Block, I
? wouldratherwrestleanalligatorwith
:
both arms tied behind my back be2 cause at least I'd have a chance of

son: my sanity.
Its plan is to take an intellectual
(which we columnists obviously
are—smirk! chuckle!) and drain all
energy from the brain until the intellectual curls up in a fetal position and
commences sucking his thumb while
uttering over and over again, "Ubbabubba-bubba-ba."
I have no idea what causes Writer's
Block. There is no scientific cure for
it, but I have found, after spending
hours and hours of staring at a blank
piece of paper, that THROWING
YOUR TYPEWRITER ONTO 460
IN FRONT OF A SPEEDING KENWORTH IS CURE ENOUGH!!!!
High school English teachers
have introduced a possible cure for
Writer's Block known as Free-writing. They say just keep writing. Content is not important; just write anything that comes to mind.

If nothing comes to mind, it is still
important to keep writing anyway,
even if it's just writing your name
over and over and over again.
Since then, on days when Writer's
Blockstrikes.I'vc tried the method of
freewriting. But after spending weeks
at a time in this practice and after
about 12 pages of nothing but
"Dan...Dan...Dan...," I have concluded that STABBING A STUPID
BLANK SHEET OF PAPER WITH
A BUTCHER KNIFE IS A WHOLE
LOT MORE EFFECTIVE!!!!
Symptoms of Writer's Block are
easy to identify. A mound of
crumpled-up paper is one.
If you took the time to read some of
the pages from that aspiring mountain, all that would be on there were
phrases such as: "William Shakespeare was." "William Shakespeare is
a good." "William Shakespeare WAS

a good." "Bill Shakespeare was a
MORON, and my pen is DEAD
MEAT!!!"
Frustration is another symptom.
Physically this can be seen when you
see a writer sitting at a desk, breathing
heavily, his eyes burning with fire,
hair like Don King's, paper with unreadable scribbles, ink on every wall
and on the ceiling and a pen broken
in several pieces on the desk.
A quick word of advice is never
ask this individual if he's suffering
from Writer's Block because he will
pick up a tree and kill you.
A flattened forehead is another
symptom. The writer gets this from
pounding his head against a concrete
wall as though shaking the brain
would activate the creativity.
There are others, but I'm on a deadline. So if you'll excuse me, I have to
think up a column idea.

Students unveil best costumes
inner
view

Autumn: the
Jeffrey
trees are arrayed in
a kaleidoscope of
Simmons
color; a crisp chill
fills the evening air, football is in
full swing; and the wearing of
strange, outrageous and occasionally
demented costumes by normal, every-day folks suddenly becomes a
common occurrence.
Whether it's GI Joe or Geraldo
Rivera, probably everyone has donned
H
Writer's Block attacks the most some sort ofcostume in his lifetime. I
jl survival.
vulnerable, unstable part of my per- delved into the realm of disguise with

a few students and obtained some
ratherrevealingresults.
Debbie Preas, Richmond, Va. "One fall I dressed up as Tinkerbell.
My costumeconsistedofatiny,green
tutu with silverliningandabell placed
on top of my head."
Bill Sidebottom, Indianapolis,
Ind. - "A couple of years ago I dressed
up like a new-born baby complete
with diaper and rattle."
Madeleine Tulliei, Richmond,
Va. - "My two best friends and I
dressed up like three peas in a fake
velvet pod."
Penny Mundy, M t Hope, W.
Va. - "Last semester I dressed up
like a cat at our brother dorm party.
Everyone said that I looked a lot
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Advice
on Living

Touch demonstrates

i
concern

Small,but significant actions can
"David got up....
Touching in an appropriate,
Christie librium.
and bowed down
meaningful way may be a safeguard encourage those you come in contact
Hayes
Z-before Jonathan
against immorality as a means of ful- with on a daily basis as well. The
proverbial "pat on the back" may
•,-—--three times, with his
filling this need.
face to the ground. Then they kissed Isolation from physical contact is provide more comfort than you know,
each other."
(1 Samuel 20:41) not only unhealthy; it is unwise for as can joining hands while you pray
college students. It leaves us vulner- over lunch. Aside from chapel and
Imagine seeing a scene similar to able to whom ever is willing to show cafeteriajostling, many students have
this at LU. Something tells me that us affection.
virtually no one to touch them.
two guys who kissed each other
The importance of this seemingly
So how do you go about incorporatwouldn't be very popular for long. ing touch into your own life? Begin simple principle is unquestionable.
Admittedly, kissing carries differ- with those closest to you. Hugging Jesus Himself used touch as the
ent connotations now than in the days your roommate or your close friend communicator for His healing power.
of David and Jonathan. Still, it ap- may seem awkward atfirst,but even- Today, simple, meaningful touch can
pears that in the context of their tually your actions will become spon- be a powerful method of demonstratunique love for each other, today's taneous and sincere.
ing the healing power of Christ
handshake wouldn't have cut it. Their
emotions were poured out honestly
and appropriately as they faced the
possibility of lifelong separation.
Though it may be expressed in different ways, positive touch (or the
International Association of
lack thereof) is just as significant
today as it was for David and JonBusiness Communicators
athan. Since we are physical creatures, we sometimes need a tangible
• NEXT MEETING: Mon., October 30, 7:30 p.m.
display of our importance to others.
• All Journalism and Marketing majors are encourIn fact, a recent study at UCLA
aged to come and see how IABC is your key to
concluded that average adults need
success!
eight to 10 touches a day just to
• Watch the IABC bulletin board for meeting place.
maintain physical and mental equi-
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urrection work toward one goal. That
"But He was
is the salvation of sinful man. Though
wounded for
Reynard not
all are saved, salvation is proour transgresValdOZ
vided for all.
sions, He was — — — — —
bruised for our iniquities; the chas- Salvation doesn't include the
tisement for our peace was upon Him, healing of man's physical infirmiand with His stripes we are healed." ties; but if accepted as God's gift,
man's spiritual nature is made new.
Isaiah 53:5.
Physical healing can take place
only
as God allows. To say that
Physical infirmities plaque Chrisspiritual
and physical healing come
tians just as they do non-Christians.
together
would
be a deviation from
Diseases like cancer, AIDS, birth
the
true
gospel
of
God to man.
defects and numerous other illMany
false
hopes
would arise and
nesses take the lives of people daily.
making
a
decision
for
Christ would
Christians, though, tend to interbe
out
of
a
wrong
motive.
pret Scripture at times to fit their
While Christs' death, burial and
likings. But there is a definite conresurrection
provide spiritual healtrast between spiritual and physical
ing,
we
must
understand that our inhealing. Some believers claim the
firmities,
though
not always the dihealing power of God to be synonyrect
consequence
from
committed
mous with salvation.
sins,
are
a
direct
consequence
to the
The work of Christ on the cross
state
of
sin.
along with His death, burial and res-

Future Search

more like a rat than a cat."
Sheila Obey, Bangor, Maine "When I was a little girl, I dressed up
Job-searching is one of a cottage seeking December and May gradulike a little girl. I wore a red squaredancing dress, white stockings, black senior's necessary evils. We fear it, ates.
If you are a senior and have spent
leather shoes and had my hair up in leave it to the last possible moment,
pigtails."
then seek short cuts that will lead us to little time or had little success in seKarla Simpson, Center, Co. - financial success or the "perfect job." curing a job following graduation this
"During my freshmen year in high
Finding a career takes long, hard may be the chance of a lifetime.
Career Day is also the ideal seed
school I made myself a Hershey's work for many. There aren't any inKiss costume from aluminum foil and stant formulas or any guarantees. We planting time for underclassmen. By
coat hangers."
can hide our heads in the sand during meeting the various representatives,
Trey Mickler, Winston Salem, our four years of training, but eventu- they can make contacts for internships or co-operative programs.
NC - "I dressed up like a cowboy and ally we must come up for air.
A national study found that "the
wore all the cowboy paraphernalia."
The Nov. 2 Career Day is an excelDavid May, Morgan Hill, Calif. - lent opportunity for LU senoirs to more contacts and interviews, the
"When I was in sixth grade, my dad look at what is waiting for them out- more job offers."
The Career Center will be open
and I built a working R2D2 robot for side Liberty's doors. More than 35 orme to wear."
ganizations will be on campus to pres- OcL30at6p.m. andOct.31at3p.m.
Bruce Herwig, San Bernardino, ent career opportunities and recruit to help students write cover letters
and resumes. Nov. 2- Career Day- is
Calif.- "When I was in third grade I employees.
had a bird outfit. It was a paper bag
Many firms and corporations are just around the comer, be prepared!
with curly yellow pieces of cunstruction paper all over it I made it
myself."
Todd McBride, San Angelo,
Texas - "When I was in sixth grade
my sister and I were simese ghosts, l
fit «n •rjf.r.
•=>nj sirtu tfi
Te© T£redfti Parlor
We stole our parents' king-size
bedsheet and cut holes in it for our
40 Flavors of Hershey's Ice Cream & Yogurts
arms. She slouched so no one could
• Sandwiches - Croissants
• Fine Desserts
tell she was too old to trick-or-treat."
• Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
• Pitas & Pizza
Dawn Pollock, Pennsville, NJ.4915 Fort Avenue
Hours:
"I dressed up as a little girl with
Lynchburg
Mon.-Thurs. 11:30-10
measles."
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-11
Elona Grams, Deerborn, Mich.Sunday 1:00-10
"I was half Beauty and half Beast last
year. I won an award for it"

Careers await seniors
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Guess How Many Seeds
Are In The Pumpkin!
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ROAD TRIP!
Follow your team to Orlando when they battle
the UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA and
TOUCHDOWN at the HOLIDAY INN.

DELUXE
TOUCHDOWN
DEAL

TOUCHDOWN
DEAL
0 0 P e r "'Shi
plus tax*

0 0 per night
plus tax*

44

54

includes discounted room rate and
20% discount on food.
' binylv or double 011 upjiu u, $7 00 e«u h dddiliundl
perbon (maximum 5).

includes discounted room rate,
20% discount on food and transportation
to and from game.

2*1

October 26, 27, 28
Thursday through Saturday

'tingle or double occupancy. $12.00 edi h iddiliondl
perton (maximum 51

WW
626 Lee Rd. • O r l a n d o , Fl.
Only 15 Minutes from The Citrus Bowl.

Come to the LU Bookstore
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Winners will be announced
Saturday Oct. 28
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Senate
assists
church

Abortion debate attracts more than 550
By CURT W.OLSON
News Editor

The Liberty University on-campus
debate team debated Washington and
Lee Oct. 17 on the issue of abortion.
A crowd of approximately 550 attended the debate.
LU established the definition of
life with its opening remarks. It went
on to establish that human life is precious, and the termination of a pregnancy is murder of a separate human
life. It further established that abortion degrades human life to determine whether people who are "unuscful" to society should die via euthanasia.
W and L established that people do
not have the right to take away a
woman's choice of abortion. It further established that some children
are unwanted due tofinancialpressure on a single mother.
The team also said that the mother* s
. life should be considered before the
life of the fetus, and women do not
have to rear children with abnormalities or rear children conceived in cases
of rape or incest. Finally, it established that, if restrictions are passed,
the rich would get abortions and the
poor would not.
Dawson said," I was disappointed
that they (W and L) focused on the
three percent affected by rape, incest
and the life of the mother. The 97
percent of the abortions done for
matters of inconvenience, birth control and sex-selection is far more
important."
"The key point in the debate,"
Gadoury said, "was when they were
asked if they believed in abortion as a
method of birth control. They said

'no' and went on to explain that if
someone chooses abortion, it's that
individual's right, but they only believed in abortion for cases of rape,
incest and to save the mother's life."
"They began the evening prochoice," he said, "and ended the evening as George Bush pro-lifers."
"I'm sure part of the reason they
moderated their position was the
obvious pro-life bias in the crowd,"
Gadoury said. "It would have been
interesting to debate under different
circumstances."
Dawson said, "I was surprised they
weren't more prepared. They debated
the same issue against a school from
England. I was really expecting new
arguments from their side and we
didn't get any."
"I was really pleased with the size
of the crowd," Dawson continued.
"We have been told," Gadoury said,
"that outside of all athletic events,
that debate was the most attended
event at LU in quite a few years."
The teams featured three freshmen
debaters from each school. The LU
debaters arguing the pro-life side were
David Dawson, Jean-Marc Gadoury
and Alexandra Lesmes. The W and L
debaters arguing the pro-choice side
I were Rita Poindexter, Lee Rohrer and
Curtis Joseph.
The debate did not follow traditional collegiate debate rules. Each
team had two eight-minute intervals
to debate its position. The audience
then addressed questions to one of the
teams. Finally, each team gave a fourminute concluding statement
The next on-campus debate will be
heldNov. 14at7:30p.m. The topic to
be debated and the location have yet
to be determined.

News Briefs
World
East German press
changes news policies
BERLIN, East Germany',- In the
wake of the establishment of the
new government under Prime Minister Egon Krenz last Saturday, the
East German press has tackled areas not previously appearing in
newspapers.
Papers have printed comments by
political officials and citizens which
attack former leader Erich Honecker.
Also.the press hasreported the talks
which are underway between the
new government and factory workers who have complained about
wages and shortages of goods.

French arrest ex-diplomat
accused of spying
PARIS - A former diplomat accused of supplying passports to proIranian Shiite Moslems was arrested
by French agents last Friday.
The accused spy has not been
identified, but French authorities
received a tip from Britain's Scotland yard linking the ex-diplomat
with a spy network run by Shiite
Moslem guerrillas in West Africa.

inquiry of former House Speaker
Jim Wright found last Friday, there
is insufficient grounds to launch an
inquiry againstRep.NewtGingrich
(R-Ga.).
Gingrich has been accused of
wrongdoing regarding the financial arrangements of his book,
Window of Opportunity.

Federal judge convicted
of perjury, conspiracy
WASHINGTON - The Senate
last Friday, in a vote of 69-26,
convicted ILS. District Judge Alcee L. Hastings of perjury and
conspiracy to obtain a $150,000
payoff and impeached him.
Hastings, the first black federal
district judge in Florida, is the sixth
federal official in die nation's history to be removed by impeachment

Death toll reduced
as recovery continues

OAKLAND CO., Cal. -The
death toll from the collapse of the
two-deck highway during an earthquake last Tuesday has been reduced to under 100. Authorities
found fewer cars than expected
under the remains of Interstate
Najjoji
Firm finds insufficient 880.San Francisco residents were
grounds to convict
allowed to return Friday long
NEW YORK-The lawfirmwhich enough to collect as many possesassisted in the Ethics Committee sions as they could carry.

ByVANGIEPOGGEMILLER
Champion Reporter

Vance Stalllngs responds to a comment someone in the audience directed to the pro-life debaters during
audience questioning of the debate teams.
photo by DM* shock***,

Spiritual leaders feel challenged
By ANDREA BLAIR
Champion Reporter

The campus prayer leaders and
spiritual life directors held a meeting
Sunday, Oct. IS. Assistant Campus
Pastor Dwayne Carson led the meeting, one of the frequent meetings
prayer leaders attend during the semester.
The meeting featured guest speaker
Bruce W. Triplehorn, an assistant
professor of biology. Triplehorn and
his family are moving to Brazil next
year to become missionaries under
Grace Brethren Foreign Missions.
Triplehorn' s topic was discipleship
which he referred to as "training others to be more Christ-like."
Triplehorn spoke further on spiritual reproduction: teaching another
person to follow after Jesus Christ.
He said, "God doesn't want people to
attend a lecture to get their ears tickled. They should attend to become

students of Him."
Triplehom's message challenged
many of the prayer leaders and spiritual life directors.
TrixieBoggs, prayer leader in dorm
27, said, "I like the meetings a lot.
You can really tell that there is a unity
with us. Everyone usually has a good
time, and the meetings are exciting."
Many prayer leaders also said they
have been challenged by their prayer
groups to grow spiritually.
"I have experienced a real blessing
because it's a real good chance for
people to minister to you," Boggs
said. "All those girls can really give
you back a lot."
Julie Method, PL in dorm 19,
commented: "I realize I need to be
more accountable. My actions can
affect my girls and even the rest of the
campus."
Randy Cobza of dorm 7 said, "I
have been challenged to grow by
watching others in my group grow.
My prayer group has taught me to get

WANTED: SPRING BREAK
SALES REPRESENTATIVES.
Average $3,500 commissions
working Part-Time, flexible hours,
Plus Free Vacations to Cancun,
Bahamas, Bermuda, Rio, etc. Call
Vacation Planners 1-800-47PARTY.
SPRING BREAK 1990: Individual or student organization needed
to promote our Spring Break trips.
Earn money,freetrips and valuable
work experience. APPLY NOW!!
Call Inter-Campus Programs: 1800-327-6013.

ALSO SERVING
HAAGEN DAZS

FREE
TOPPING

ICE CREAM
HOTDOG/CHIUDOG
DELI SANDWICHES
PIT BARBECUE
HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 11 to 10
Sunday 1to9

With this
Coupon
LOWFAT FROZEN YOGURT
LITE FROZEN YOGURT

TIMBERLAKE PLAZA
7703 Timberlake Rd.
Lynchburg
237-1851

ICE CREAM

YOGURT

I
I
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Correction

OFFER VAUD THRU NOV. 15,1989 WITH COUPON

Perrone
clarifies
meal plan
A senior split meal plan would raise
However, this is not a definite figcosts for underclassmen by approximately $60 per semester, not $40 per
week as stated in the Oct 18 issue of
The Liberty Champion ("SG A proposes senior meal plan").
Anthony Perrone, chairman of die
SGA university life committee responsible for researching the plan,
said he spoke with Ed Pfister, director
of Marriott Food Services, about the
cost
"He estimated that if every senior
purchased the seven-meal plan, it
would cost the rest of the students
between $50 and $85 more per semester," Perrone said.

ure, Perrone emphasized. It is merely
a rough estimate to give the senators
and students a basic idea of the cost
differential involved.
The figures are based on die assumption that die cost would remain
the same as it is currently for town
students.
At this stage die split meal plan is
merely a proposal. It does not reflect
a policy endorsed by administration,
and die final decision will be made by
the board of trustees.
The Champion apologizes for any
confusion caused by die previous
article.

Electrolysis...
let it work for you.
Electrolysis has worked for over 100 yean.
Let it work for you. Have thatunwantedhair
removed from your upper lip, chin, face,
eyebrows, bikini line, breasts, andother parts
of your body, permanently.

Call (804) 845-0480

DOLORES H. AYRES, D.C.T.
Experience makes a difference!
Bring this ad in for $5 Off First Treatment
2511 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg
1 Block from The Plaza

Licensed, With Over
13 Years Experience

eanne's
RESTAURANT
WE DO BANQUETS
993-2475

DINNER BY THE LAKE

sSLO

aron s
Gomer* 9r.
c/nc.
PROFESSIONAL HAIR STYLING
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

Classifieds
EARN MONEY: Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to make
$500 - $1,000 for a one week, oncampus marketing project Must
be organized and hardworking. Call
Jenny or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

into my Bible and search for answers
when they ask questions. Also, it
brings up questions in my own mind."
Marie Lina Esperanza of dorm 23
had this advice: "God has control
over everything. If you give your life
to Him, there is nothing else to do.
Nothing will happen without God
being in it."

The senate passed four bills at
the Oct 19 meeting, and students
will be given a chance to help the
ministry of a church in Brazil.
The SGA senate is asking the
student body to help raise funds
for the Temple Baptist Church in
Cacapava, Brazil.
The church needs money to help
purchase a $20,000 acre of land
near die main highway that leads
into Cacapava. Senators will be
collecting money for die church
during hall meetings.
Another bill passed calls for me
installation of an automatic teller
machine in one of the entrances to
DeMoss. This bill needs approval
from die adminstration and a bid
from a local bank.
The third bill passed would
help die victims of the hurricane in
South Carolina and the earthquake
victims in California. Boxes will
be placed in all the dorms to collect non-perishable goods to be
distributed by the Red Cross.
Anodier bill tint passed would
allow personal checks to be accepted anywhere on campus. Finally, a bill for pizza delivery after
curfew on weekends also passed

OPPORTUNITY.
CHALLENGE...'
REWARD.

Save 30%

Air Force Officer Training School can be the start of
a challenging and rewarding career for you. When you
graduate, you'll be a commissioned officer in the
Air Force. You can apply your management skills and
leadership techniques in a stimulating environment
and have opportunity for advancement. Find out how
you can put your college degree to work for you
and your counfry. AIM HIGH. Contact your Air Force
recruiter today. Call
USAF OFFICER PLACEMENT
800-423-USAF

AIR

on all services
for the month of
October.
2815 LANGHORNE ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
PHONE: 528-5648
HOURS: Mori. - Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-5.
WE USE AND RECOMMEND
PAUL MITCHELL.
Ask for Lisa, Kelly, Laura, Wendy or Ann.
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Defensive captain strives to improve
By DAVE DENTEL
Champion Reporter

He's saved games, broken school
records and set a hard-hitting example for his teammates, yet Flames
football defensive team captain
Donald Smith remains wary about
his success.
"There's still a lot of room for improvement," Smith said in an interview preceding the Flames' contest
with Eastern Michigan University.
Soft-spoken as Smith may sound
about his own achievements, others
certainly are taking note. "Donald is
a multi-talented guy," LU Defensive
Coordinator Jerry Petercuskie said.
"He's been all over the place," Petercuskie added, commenting on
Smith's play not only on defense but
on special teams, returning kicks and
blocking punts as well.
It may be hard for Smith to improveon his already outstanding work
atcornerback. A pre-season favorite
for AU-American honors, Smith
stands as the team's second-leading

pass intercepter with three interceptions in four games. He is also at the
top in pass break-ups and tackles.
However, Smith's most dynamic
individual triumph came during his
role as kickoff returner on special
teams. Smith came three yards shy of
school record with his 94-yard return
for a touchdown in the Flames season
opener vs. Edinboro University.
Before the game against Towson
State, he was number one in the nation in kick-off returns averaging
just over 37 yards per return.
In the same game Smith also added
to his school record of six blocked
punts. The senior batted an Edinboro
punt attempt into the opponent's end
zone where teammate Phil DeBerry
fell on it for six points.
Not that Smith allowed any of these
record-breaking achievements to go
to his head. "I feel it'salljustapartof
winning," he said. "It's just required
of me if I'm doing my best."
Smith is constantly trying to better
himself at his position, he stated, and
to learn from his mistakes—mistakes
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which last year, he feels, helped keep
the Flames out of the playoffs.
One particular game he regrets is
lastseason'shard-foughtlosstoJames
Madison. Smith gave up a late touchdown pass, which he feels sealed the
Flames' loss.
This year against JMU, Smith did
not commit the same error. Vindicating himself, Smith picked off a JMU
pass in the end zone with seconds remaining, killing the Dukes' lastchance scoring drive and preserving a
Flames victory.
As defensive captain. Smith also
concerns himself with the improve'ment of the entire squad. Although
the coaches feel encouraged by team
improvement. Smith wants more.
"We have work to do," he commented. He does feel good, so far,
about the season, he said, but added,
the feeling is "like when you make a
'B' instead of an *A.m But to make
the grade, Smith said, the defense just
has to stay consistent and become a
little more aggressive. As part of this
goal and in keeping with Coach Ru-
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FOOTBALL

On Deck:
University of
Central Florida

When: Oct 28,1989,7 p.m.
Where: Florida Citrus Bowl (70,000)
Orlando, Florida
Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano
(1st year, 6-0)
Central Florida, Gene McDowell
(5th year, 29-24)
Series: Tied 1-1
Donald Smith
Analysis: The Flames travel to Central Florida to face a tough Division 2
team that plays six Division 1-AA schools in its 10-game schedule. Two
tigliano's philosophy of never losing
weeks ago die Knights squashed Division 1-AA East Tennessee State,
a fourth quarter of play, the team is 34-0.
implementing the "Flames Quarter."
In last year's meeting between Liberty and Central Florida at Lynchburg
"When we hold up four fingers," City Stadium, Flames' tailback Charles McCray scored on a 65-yard run and
Smith said, "that's the Flames Quar- added a 9-yard run late in die game to boost Liberty to a 24-7 victory. The
ter." When fans see this signal, he
game is best remembered for heavy diunder and hail in die second half that
explained, then they should know it is made die field virtually unplayable.
the last period of play, and the Flames
Because of die treacherous conditions, Flames quarterback Paul Johnson
defensive players are bracing themwent to the air only seven times, completing four passes for 41 yards.
selves to hold their opponents scoreThis year the Flames are burning brightly witii a 6-0 record, not having
less until the final horn sounds.
lost a game in more than a year (Oct 22,1988 vs. Western Illinois). More
amazingly, the loss of Paul Johnson has had hardly any negative effects on
the offense. Redshirt freshman Robbie Justino picked up right where
Johnson left off, leading die Flames to three consecutive victories over
Eastern Illinois, Eastern Michigan and Towson State. This week look for
Johnson to return to Flames' offense as die starting quarterback.
The Knights, coming off a 31-17 loss to second-ranked Division 1-AA
gan in almost every phaseof die game. Georgia Southern, are led by quarterback Shane Willis. Despite sloppy
conditions, Willis burned die Flames last year for 119 completions and 191
So I had a rough time last week. I
yards in die air.
was told that I had no faith in die
This game has all die makings of a major upset, and die Flames' must not
power of God and that I was a traitor
go into Florida thinking about Youngstown State (next week's opponent).
for picking against my own school.
Sam Rutigliano will have his names focused to die task, and die Flames
Even my close friends told me I deshould escape the Citrus Bowl widi a narrow, hard-fought victory.
served it
My five-man panel of football
experts known as die "Fabulous Five"
was even dubbed die "Faidiless Four"
because four of us predicted that the
Hurons would win.
What have I learned from this?
Well, whedier Liberty is playing
Eastern Michigan or Oklahoma, go
witii die Flames.

Memories of Eastern Michigan will linger forever
EricGreen'stouchdown catch that slayed Kevin M.
the Eastern Michigan
Bloye
giant last Saturday was
truly a memorable experience.
When the referees raised their hands
signaling a touchdown, I remember
looking across Rynearson Stadium
and seeing the people in the Liberty
section (probably close to a thousand) piling onto one another. That
entire section made more noise
throughout the night than the 12,000
or so EMU supporters.
I was sitting on the EMU side in the
press box squirming in my seat trying
my hardest not to scream and shout
(NCAA rules prohibit cheering in the
press box). The Eastern Michigan
section was in total shock, not really
sure how to react. Before the game, I
kept hearing "Who is Liberty University?" or "You mean this is Jerry
Falwell's school?"
At halftime with the Hurons holding a narrow 21-19 lead, those who
doubted that we belonged on the same
field were silenced.
One man sitting in the stands spotted my gray Liberty University sweatshirt and said, "I don't know where
you guys came from, but your team is
impressive."
At least three people stopped me
that night and asked if our team always attracted such a large following
of fans. I told them there were hundreds of Liberty students from Michigan, but looking at the huge LU section, I knew that students from all
over the country had made the trip.

Two hours after the game, a waiter rowdies and a band that never shuts
at a restaurant near me stadium came up. The Flames are a second-year
up to our table and ruled that the LU Division 1-AA program; the Hurons
won the California Bowl in 1987.
victory was tainted.
To my surprise and I'm sure to
"The game wasn't fair at all," he
said. "Your team had God on its thousands of other people in Lynchburg, the Flames simply rattled
side."
The four Liberty students (includ- EMU's cage from die outset Justino
ing myself) laughed at the proclama- was poised, confidentandbatded back
tion, but in my mind I knew it was true from a horrendous third quarter.
The EMU crowd was never a factor
and was never prouder to be from
because tiiey were too shocked at
Liberty.
As you well know by now, some what was happening on the field. The
idiot wrote in The Champion before Flames, showing the signs of a wellthe Eastern Michigan game "Yes, the coached, talented team, overcame all
Flames will lose, but they won't be adversities and beat Eastern Michiembarrassed."
After that game that same idiot was
verbally abused by members of die
football team, the student body and
faculty members for an entire week.
4018 Wards Road • Lynchburg, VA ?""502 • 237-6031
As much as I hate to admit it, I am the
LYNCHBURG'S LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE
idiot
CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
But let me state my case before
Only 3 Minutes From LU Campus
everyone agrees. First of all, Liberty
and Eastern Michigan represented a
" ?REE W I T I T T H I S ^ O U P O N " "
batde between two unbeaten teams;
i
die problem here, however, is that die
"Jesus is The Reason"
i
Hurons are a Division 1-A program
Teddy Bear Magnet
while die Flames, of course, are Divii_
_i
Limit one per customer per visit-while quantities last
sion 1-AA.
It's our business to get the "WORD" out.
Second, die Flames were starting a
redshirt freshman quarterback who
had never started a collegiate game in
his life. Breaking Robbie Justino in
against a undefeated Division 1-A
team is not exactly a walk-in-die-park
task for anybody.
Third and last, die Flames were
playing in die Huron's backyard which
usually contains close to 20,000
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10200 TIMBERLAKE ROAD

OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9 - 5 and Sun. 12 - 5
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All Regular Price Merchandise
SHOES and ACCESSORIES
EXPIRES 10/31/89
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If You're Seriously Into Music, You'll Discover
The Record Exchange Sooner or Later.
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New Releases As Much As $3.00 Below Regular Retail Prices!
Thousands of Used CDs, LPs & Cassettes Priced Even Lower!
ALL Items, New AND Used, Guaranteed For Condition!
Great Selection of Alternative Music, Independents & Imports!
Free Search Service For Out of Print or Hard To Find Items!
Special Orders Handled Quickly and With No Extra Charge!
We Buy YOUR Unwanted CDs, LPs & Tapes If They're in
Demand & in Good Enough Condition!

The Best Ice Cream in the World Just Got Better!
Swensen's introduces new all-natural ice cream in 29 TEMPTING flavors:

Monday-Saturday 10 'til 9; Sunday 1 'til 6

The Plaza, Memorial Ave.
Sooner Saves More Money.
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With Any Purchase of One or More CDs
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Christian Music Available

Honey roasted Maple Walnut
Frosted Chocolate Malt
New York Cherry Cheesecake
Mocha Truffle Chip
Chocolate Macadamia Crunch
Cookies 'n Cookies 'n Cream
Chewy Gooey Candy Bar
Heath Bar Crunch
White Russian
Wild Mountain Balckberry
Strawberries Bananas and Cream
Sticky Chewy Chocolate
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup
Lemon Custard

Cookies and Cream
Mocha Almond Fudge
Chocolate Chip
Praline Pecan
Rocky Road
Turkish Coffee
Bubble Gum
Orange Sherbert
Thin Mint
Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Caramel Turtle Fudge
Banana

FREE

FREE

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!
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Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!
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LU soccer suffers frustrating losses

team's fifth win in a row after an
eight-day layoff.
Gibson said his team was prepared
By MARVIN HAMLETT
forLU. "We have a lot of respect for
Champion Reporter
Liberty," he said. "They have tremendous speed and quickness."
HJgh Point College's Rick CranLiberty and High Point both had 13
ford scored a goal with five minutes shots on goal while Flames goalleft in the first half Saturday as the keeper George Nimo had five saves.
Panthers upset Liberty 1-0 in the
Earlier in the week Liberty traveled
Flames Homecoming game.
south, and senior John Davis exeThe loss gave the Flames a 64-2 cuted a header with 28:44 left in the
record after successive road wins over second half to shut out Georgia State
Georgia State and University of South 1-0. The goal was assisted by Nimo
Carolina at Aiken.
(four saves) who kicked the ball threeThe Homecoming loss was a game quarters the length of the field.
of missed opportunities as the
"George hit a long punt; it took one
Flames repeatedly squandered bounce and I headed it over the
chances to score. "It was a game for goalkeeper's head," Davis said.
the taking; we just didn't put it in "George can punt extremely far."
the net," Flames coach Bill Bell said.
The Flames had the GSU goalAssistant coach Brian Baker agreed, keeper scouted well on the game"We should have scored four goals." winning score. "Coach Bell told us
Brian Stephens, who leads the LU the goalkeeper had a habit of coming
team with seven goals and two assists, off the line too quick," junior Dave
had a one-on-one shot with the Pan- Wisner noted.
ther goalkeeper, but he kicked the ball
Liberty recorded another shutout
far right "I rushed it, and it hit off the against the University of South Caroside of my foot," Stephens said.
lina at Aiken, clobbering the Pacers
In the second half sophomore Mike 6-0. Stephens.SteveSchuttandBrent
Schultz headed a shot on the goal Ward each scored two goals each.
after a cornerkick.
The 6-0 shutout included the most
The ballhit the insideof the left goal goals by the Flames since last year's
bar and still didn't cross the plane, "ft •'Ate&trushingof Tennessee Tech
thought it was going in, and I didn't
'Bell credited the Flames' offense
follow the shot," Schultz said.
for deciphering the Pacers' defense.
Panther head coach Woody Gibson "Defensively they (Pacers) tried to
felt relieved after the near score. "We play for the offsides trap, but we got
got lucky," he admitted. It was his into it"

Mens

Wisner added, "We overplayed
every pass and outran them."
Liberty outshot USC at Aiken 136, and Nimo had four saves.

Ladies
By JEFFREY A.COTA
Champion Reporter

The University of Charleston, led
by freshman Lisa Bailey and sophomore Beth Converse, narrowly defeated the Lady Flames soccer team
5-4 at GE Field on Friday.
Bailey scored two goals, including
the game-winner with 1:50 remaining in the contest. Converse also
scored two goals with 9:10 remaining
in the first period and 16 minutes into
the second period.
The loss was a heartbreaker for
coach Jim Long and the Lady Flames.
They were ahead 3-0 at the 31:00
mark in the first period when the
Golden Eagles scored two goals in
the last 19 minutes and two others 21
minutes into the second half.
Renee Stanton had her best game of
the season, scoring two consecutive
goals in the first period. Amylngalls
brought the Flames up 3-0 after the
Golden Eagles were charged with
tripping in the box 28 minutes into
the game.
With 19:00 remaining in the first
period, U of C went on a tear. Leah
Stack scored aid about nine minutes

later Converse scored to bring the
Golden Eagles to within one goal of
the Lady Flames.
Converse and the rest of the U of C
offensive unit picked up where they
left off in the second period when
Converse scored again. Bailey scored
her first goal on a break away 21
minutes into the second half to take
the lead 4-3.
The Flames fought back, and six
minutes later Ingalls scored her second goal on a Stanton assist to tie it
back up at four-all.
Bailey kicked the game-winner in
the far comer of the goal to end the
stand-off with 1:50 remaining.
"LU has a good bunch of players; I
was impressed at how they composed
themselves," Reggie Smith, coach of
the 8-1-2 Golden Eagles, said.
Paula Barringer recorded 12 saves
for the 3-9-1 Flames while Carrie
Lutz had 10.
"Injuries played a big role; three of
my starters are limping off the field,"
Long said.
Charleston had 29 shots on goal while
the Flames had 19 in their final home
game of the season.

Flames
[Continued from Page 1
"I wasn't exactly sure why he
I (Albert) was doing that, but I'm not
going to question his judgment,"
I Liberty coach Sam Rutigliano said.
"However, regardless of how my
I offense is performing in a game, I like
the continuity and prefer to stick with
I a consistent lineup."
The Flames took a 17-3 lead into
halftime after kicker Jason Harrell
nailed a 25-yard field goal with 4:43
I left in the half. The field goal was set
up by a 53-yard scamper down the
right sideline by McCray.
Midway through the third quarter,
Justino (19 for 29 for 251 yards and
three touchdown passes) engineered
a masterful 14-play, 98-yard scoring
drive. The run ended in a beautiful 13yard loft to receiver Scott Queen who
made die over-the-head grab in the
i backoftheendzonetogivetheFlames

CMST
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a 23-3 lead.
Justino, displaying the poise and
confidence of a fifth-year senior,
shredded the Tigers' defense during
the drive, completing eight of nine
passes for 93 yards.
"I think the team was a little flat in
many areas, but our young quarterback (Justino) was definitely the one
bright spot today," Rutigliano said.
"He just played a great game throughoutEarly in the fourth quarter junior
defensive back Eric Carroll picked
off a deflected Marsilio pass at the
TSU 48, running the Mil 21 yards to
the 27-yard line.
On the Flames' first play of the
possession, Justino hit tight end Eric
Green down the middle for an easy
27-yard touchdown toss, giving Liberty a 30-3 advantage.
After a 12-yard touchdown catch
by Tow son State receiver Mike Smith

First Class Economy
2815 Candler's Mtn. Rd.
Lynchburg, Virginia
24502

Alabama at
Penn State

Jeffrey Dave
Bobby
Cota Dentel Richardson
(39-2H (36-25)
guest
Liberty Liberty Liberty

Bama Bama Bama Bama Bama

Bama

Colorado at
Goto.
Colo. Colo. Colo.
Oklahoma
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Fla.
Fla.
Fla.
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Miami
Miami
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Lady runners place fourth in state
By SUZANNE DUNCAN
Champion Reporter

Defeating 18 of die 23 teams represented, die Lady Flames Cross Country team left die Virginia State Cross
Country Championships only slighUy
singed.
"I think it was our best race of die
season," Lynn Attwood said. "It was
a tough course, and we all have improved our times. I mink we did as
well as we did because everybody put
their minds to it and concentrated
during die race."
Placing fourth behind die University of Virginia, George Mason University and host team William and
Mary, die LU squad also placed well
on an individual scale.
Eight of die Liberty runners finished die 3.2 mile course between
12th and 63rd place out of die 180
runners from 23 team's.
Karen Eisemann, Liberty's front
runner, finished 12di place overall

LIBERTY
RATES
Free limo service
from airport and to
TRBC and LU.

STUDENT BENEFITS:
FREE ESTIMATES
FREE TOWING to Dr. Goodbody when work is performed
in our clinic.
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
SPECIAL RATES for on-site rental cars while work is
being done.
$25 CREDIT toward deductible.

with a time of 19:05. After taking a
fall in die first 100 yards because of
die large number of people, Lynn
Attwood finished at 15th with a time
of 19:12.
Patti Bottiglieri finished 3rd for die
Flames and 28th overall at 19:42.
Cheryl Nash, die team's 4di runner
placed 37th with a time of 20:06. At
42nd, Suzanne Duncan ran 20:16 as
Liberty's 5di runner.
The Flames' 6lh and 7th positions
were held by Jennifer Reeder, who

placed 56th at 20:55 and Theresa
Duncan, 59th at21:09. KimWolbert
rounded up Liberty's squad at 63rd
with a time of 21:17.
"It was really fun," Patti Bottiglieri
said, commenting that she was spiked
and elbowed three times during die
race.
During die next week, die Lady
Flames cross country team will trainin preparation for die Mason Dixon
Conference Meet Oct. 28 in Baltimore, Md.

THE BEST OF

TODAY'S
CHRISTIAN MUSIC

MAKE A
DASH
FOR
CASH
• Apply now for the best part-time job
in Lynchburg.
• Excellent wages...$3.50 to $10.00 per hour.
• Great hours for students...Monday thru
Friday, 5:30 - 9:00 p.m.
• For more information, call: 832-0469
B t b pKMnttfioiu

YES. We Can Help.

7703Tlmbetiik«Rd.
P.O. Box 4768
Lynchburg, VA 24502

FREE MUSIC
WEEKEND!
Oct. 26-29

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

SAVE
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College & Pro Kevin Keith Jeffrey
Games for Oct. Bloye Miller Simmons
(40-20)
(36-25)
(39-21)
28&29
Liberty at
Liberty Liberty liberty

Crist Motel

rfffift
PHONE:
(804) 237-2986

that cut die lead to 20, speedy Flames'
tailback Keith Vinson broke a tackle
at die line of scrimmage and raced 47yards down die right sideline for his
first touchdown of die season, making die score 37-10.
Vinson's score gave die Flames'
470 yards total offense, surpassing
die previous season-high of 457 yards
set against Morehead State earlier diis
season.
Towson State ended die scoring in
the ballgame with a touchdown with
only four seconds left. The Tigers
completed a two-point conversion,
and die Flames walked off the field
with a 37-18 victory and an unblemished record.

FABULOUS FIVE

20 to 30%
On Beauty
Products & Tools

FREE
Home & Office

DELIVERY
with $30 order
or more

Ask About Our
Daily Special
CORPORATE
BEAUTY
SUPPLIES
1-800-873-6466
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$700 worth of cassettes,
LP's, CD's, posters, Tshirts, meal tickets, etc.
will be given away!

LISTEN TO

WBRG
AM 1050
AND WIN!

845-5916
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Making Miss Liberty

Jody Lough and Amle Wagoner

Danna Haag
Photography by Tint Mtemon

